Spatial resolution and energy filtering of backscattered electron images in scanning electron microscopy.
Numerical simulations of energy filtering effects on backscattered electron images of semiconductor multilayers are reported. The theoretical investigation has been performed for a wide range of energies, 1-40 keV, and for beam incidence angles between 90 degrees (normal incidence) and 20 degrees. Quite a general purpose of this research concerns the investigation of the optimum energy conditions and of their implications. It will be shown that the optimum energy defines an operating context suitable to ensure a compositional contrast enhancement; i.e. a minimum threshold current and a maximum resolution, without energy filtering, independent of the beam incidence angle. This optimum energy, depending on the specimen and its details, is, however, of the order of a few keV or less for specimen details having a size of the order of few nm. When the performance of the electron gun does not allow to work at low energy it is necessary to operate at an energy higher than the optimum one, the energy filtering can produce positive effects. Yet in those circumstances there is an optimum energy loss window suitable to minimise the threshold current. It spreads from 10-30%, depending on the primary energy and size of the compositional detail, for normal incidence, to a few per cent for high incidence angles and high energy. The simulation results for these last conditions are in agreement with the well-known experimental results obtained with the low-loss methods.